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Excellency,
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The Government of Guyana wishes to bring to your most urgent notice certain extenuating
circumstances surrounding the matter of anti-money laundering legislation in Guyana. These
circumstances have led to the non-enactment of critical amendments to our country's existing
legislation despite exhaustive efforts by Government, and ' now threaten the credibility and
international integration .of Guyana's financial system, bringing into jeopardy our country's
prospects for favourable assessments by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and its regional
body in the Caribbean (CFATF). The said circumstances arise principally from the Parliamentary
Opposition, which comprises 26 Members from A Partnership for National Unity (APNU) and 7
members from the Alliance for Change .(APe), using their one-seat majority in our country's
sixty-five seat National Assembly, at every opportunity available to them, to obstruct and
frustrate Government's efforts to secure timely passage of the required legislation.

Arising out of the regular review of Guyana by the CFATF, a number of recommendations were
made with respect to strengthening Guyana's architecture for combating money laundering.
Principal amongst these 'were amendments identified as necessary to our extant Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering the Financing of Terrorism (AMLCFT) Act 2009. In response to the
recommendations received from CFATF, Government drafted an AMLCFT (Amendment) Bill
2013 (Bill No. 13 of 2013) and tabled the said -Bill -in the National Assembly on 22'April 2013~
On. 7 May 2013, when the Bill was debated in the National Assembly, notwithstanding the
Government's expressed preference to approve the Bill on that same day, in response to a request
by the Opposition for the Bill to be subjected to more detailed scrutiny, Government agreed to
refer the Bill to a Special Select Committee of the Assembly.

The Special Select Committee, having been established for the purpose of examining the Bill,
commenced its work on 8 May 2013. The Govenunent membership of the Committee included
senior Members of Parliament, including the Attorney General, the Minister of Finance, and the
Government Chief Whip, but the Opposition enjoyed a one-member majority in the Committee
reflecting their one-seat majority in the Assembly. The Committee met on 17 occasions between
8 May and 22 October 2013. Throughout the deliberations of the Committee, the Government
members indicated a strong desire for the Committee to meet as frequently as possible and for as
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long as possible in order to dispose of its work in the timeliest manner possible. The Opposition
members, in contrast, refused to agree to timely adjournments or extended working hours,
resulting in the work of the Committee being protracted. The Committee eventually concluded
its work and submitted its Report to the Assembly on 7 November 2013 for consideration,
recommending a number of further amendments to the Bill, including suggestions made by both
Government and Opposition members in the Committee and incorporating further comments
received from CFATF.

When the vote was put on the Bill in the National Assembly incorporating the amendments
recommended by the Committee the Government members voted in favour of its passage, while
the Opposition members voted against, causing the Bill not to be passed.

Recognising the urgency with which the amendments needed to be enacted, Government then
resubmitted the matter to the National Assembly by way of a new consolidated AMLCFT
(Amendment) Bill 2013 (Bill No. 22 of2013), incorporating all the amendments proposed by the
Committee examining the previous Bill along with the further recommendations made by
CFATF. This new Bill was tabled in the Assembly on 12 December 2013 and debated on 19
December 2013. During the course of the debate, the Opposition insisted that they were of the
view that sufficient time was not permitted for the previous Committee to complete its work,
notwithstanding that they had used their majority liberally to determine the frequency and
duration of the previous Committee's meetings.

In order to ensure that Opposition concerns were once again given an opportunity to be heard,
Government agreed to refer this new Bill to a Special Select Committee, reiterating as on the
previous occasion the urgency with which the matter needed to be considered. This new
Committee commenced its work on 13 January 2014, and once again the pattern of persistent
delay tactics by the Opposition has been manifest.

In addition to the exhaustive efforts made by Government to secure enactment of the legislative
amendments, a number of administrative measures have also been taken to strengthen Guyana's
institutional structures and capacity to combat money laundering. These measures have included
establishing a national oversight committee and serious organised crime unit, appointing
supervisory authorities, staffing the Financial Intelligence Unit and securing the integrity of its
information and communications technology systems, and developing guidelines and procedures
on such matters as suspicious transactions to be reported by reporting entities. Taken together,
these measures represent significant advances made in Guyana's capacity to fight money
laundering, although the passage of the required legislative amendments remains pending.

Meanwhile, the matter has been the subject of two successive CFATF public statements. On 30
May 2013, following its meeting in Panama, CFATF issued a public statement that
acknowledged Government's submission of Bill No. 13 of 2013 to the National Assembly, and
encouraged Guyana to urgently approve and implement these legislative amendments. CFATF
further indicated that, if Guyana does not take specific steps by November 2013, then they would
identify Guyana as not taking sufficient steps to address its AMLCFT deficiencies and would
take the additional steps of calling upon their Members to consider implementing counter
measures to protect their financial systems from the ongoing money laundering and terrorist
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financing risks emanating from Guyana. The statement further indicated that, at that time
CFATF will consider referring Guyana to the FATF International Cooperation Review Group.

The Bill still not having been enacted on 30 November 2013, following its meeting in the
Bahamas, CFATF issued another public statement acknowledging that Guyana had made efforts
to address its deficiencies, but had failed to enact the legislation and, therefore, called on its
members to consider implementing counter measures to protect their financial systems from the
ongoing money laundering and terrorist financing risks emanating from Guyana.

On 3 February, 2014, the Opposition Members of Parliament walked out of the Committee's
deliberations because they were against admitting representatives of Guyana's private sector to
attend meetings of the Committee in an observer capacity, a privilege that the Government is
willing to grant to any stakeholder group interested in attending. Furthermore, they failed to
attend the 4 February"2014 meeting of the Committee, bringing into doubt their intention to
participate in any further deliberations.

Given these developments, there exists every likelihood that the Opposition will continue to
obstruct passage of the legislation.

The Government of Guyana feels it necessary to apprise you of the misuse of the Parliamentary
majority by the Opposition in obstructing the efforts by Government to enact anti-money
laundering legislation and consequently undermining Guyana's ability to effectively fight money
laundering. The Government of Guyana therefore humbly requests your support for its efforts to
strengthen the required legislation, which will bring us into conformity with international
requirements and ultimately demonstrate our commitment as a responsible partner in the fight
against global money laundering.

Please accept the assurances ofmy highest consideration.

)0. ' -~
· Carolyn Ro es-BirkeJ-Y L

Minister ofFeign Affairs
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PERMANENT MISSION OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUYANA TO THE UNITED NATIONS
801 Second Avenue, 5th Floor

New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212 573-5828/29 Fax: 212 573-6225

February 6, 2014

Ms. Susana Malcorra
Chef de Cabinet
Under-Secretary-General
Executive Office of the
United Nations Secretary General

Dear Chef de Cabinet,

I have the honour to forward herewith a letter addressed to His
Excellency Mr. BAN Ki-moon, United Nations Secretary General, from Her
Excellency Ms. Carolyn Rodrigues-Birkett, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Guyana.

With thanks.

----
~o~albot

Ambassador
Permanent Representative


